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BACKGROUND 
Patients who deteriorate in an acute hospital ward are not 
always identified and managed in a timely manner. We know 
from previous studies that non-technical skills, such as 
leadership, teamwork and situation awareness, can be as 
important as technical skills in achieving optimal care for 
patients. We also know that there are a number of factors, such 
as experience and confidence, which can impact on non-
technical skills. Simulated scenarios, using patient actors, can 
be a useful means of gaining insight into how people behave in 
emergency situations.  

RESEARCH AIMS  
To examine leadership and teamwork skills used by student 
nurses and Registered Nurses (RNs) when managing 
deteriorating patients during simulation exercises with patient 
actors. 

Research questions: 

1. How do RNs and student nurses manage deteriorating 
patients in a simulation context? 

2. Do RNs and student nurses exhibit different team 
behavior when managing simulated patients who 
deteriorate? 

3. Is there a relationship between technical and 
nontechnical scores in either group?   

DESIGN, METHODS AND PARTICIPANTS 
A mixed methods study was conducted in three Universities 
and one rural hospital. Three simulated scenarios were 
developed with health service colleagues; patient actors were 
used to simulate: chest pain, hypovolaemic shock and 
respiratory distress. 

The scenarios were completed in teams; 97 nursing students 
(32 teams) and 44 Registered Nurses (15 teams) participated 
in the study using the same simulation scenarios. Data 
collection comprised: 

1. Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) 
instruments, developed with clinical colleagues 

2. Completion of the Team Emergency Assessment 
Measure (TEAM) 

3. Review of video footage from the simulation activity 
4. Reflective interview with each team 

RESULTS 

Performance of technical skills, measured using OSCE scoring, 
was similar across student nurse and RN teams (mean scores of 
49% and 54% respectively). By contrast the nontechnical skills, 
measured using TEAM, were significantly different (38% vs 57%, 
t = 6.841, p <0.01). This was particularly apparent in the chest 
pain scenario. 

Analysis of the video footage and interview transcripts was 
integrated with the quantitative data and five themes emerged: 

- Leadership and followership behaviours 

- Help-seeking behaviours 

- Reliance on previous experience 

- Fixation on a single detail and 

- Team support 

The differences in team behaviours identified in the TEAM scores 
were also evident in video and interview data. In the best-
performing teams, team members ‘followed’ the team leader but, 
for the RN teams, the team members were also more likely to 
step forward and make suggestions, without waiting to be told 
what to do. In the teams with a low TEAM score, the interview 
data revealed that students (in particular) were more comfortable 
when they weren’t leading the team. 

NEXT STAGES 

Student nurses need to be provided with opportunities to develop 
teamwork skills. The next stages for research need to focus on 
technical and non-technical skills used in inter-professional 
teams. 
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